G.W. Daniels Memorial Prize
(Best Academic Record in Second Year Chemistry for 2007)
Winner: Geoffrey Pidcock
Presented by: Stephen Ralph

Peter Beckmann Memorial Prize
(Best Academic Record in Third Year Chemistry for 2007)
Winner: Christina Tortorici
Presented by: Stephen Blanksby

RACI Analytical and Environmental Chemistry Prize
(Best performance in 300 Level Analytical and Environmental Chemistry)
Winner: Cameron Ferris

RACI Student Prize
(Best Overall Undergraduate Student in Chemistry for 2007)
Winner: Claire Mason

Johnson & Johnson Research Prize
(Best Performance in 4th Year Medicinal Chemistry Research Project (CHEM460))
Winner: Claire Mason
Presented by: Stephen Pyne
Gina Savage Prize  
(Female student with Best overall u/g academic record by from Science Faculty)  
Winner: Claire Mason  
Presented by: Will Price  

Bert Halpern Prize  
(Best Honours Student in Chemistry for 2007)  
Winner: Claire Mason  
Presented by: Will Price  

The Inaugural Larry Hick Prize  
(Best published article by post-graduate student)  
Winner: Clare Murphy  
Presented by: Mrs Marylin Hick  

HALPERN MEDAL  
(Occasional Medal Awarded for outstanding contributions to Australian Science)  
Awarded to Professor John Bremner  
Presented by Mrs. Peg Halpern  

For other student prizes please also see Recent Student Prizes. Biomolecular Mass Spectrometry